A pro-government disinformation campaign on Indonesian Papua

This research identifies an Indonesian-language Twitter disinformation campaign posting pro-government materials on Indonesian governance in Papua, site of a protracted ethno-nationalist, pro-independence insurgency. Curiously, the campaign does not employ common disinformation tactics such as hashtag flooding or the posting of clickbait with high engagement potential, nor does it seek to build user profiles that would make the accounts posting this material appear as important participants in a debate over Papua’s status. The campaign simply employs synchronous, duplicate posts by ostensibly distinct authors to ensure that a significant proportion of posts mentioning contentious special autonomy arrangements are pro-government. Despite lacking sophistication, the scale of this information campaign in overall Twitter discussion of special autonomy adds to concerns about the ability of pro-government actors to employ disinformation to constrict political discourse in Southeast Asia.
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Research questions

- What is the nature of accounts posting Indonesian language pro-Indonesian government material on Twitter regarding the Papua independence conflict on social media?
- Is there a relationship between these accounts, suggesting a coordinated campaign or automation?
- What is the content of the posts made by these accounts, and does it reflect contemporaneous Indonesian government messaging on Papua?

Essay summary

- We assembled a dataset of 1.25 million Indonesian language tweets on Papua posted between 1 December 2018 and 31 May 2021, using 12 search queries covering a range of contemporary events and overarching themes related to the independence conflict.
• We identified a coordinated, automated information campaign posting pro-government Indonesian-language material in support of special autonomy for the two provinces comprising Indonesian Papua. Automation—in the sense of the same entity pre-scheduling multiple ostensibly unrelated accounts to post pro-government material—was evident in time-of-day synchronicity regardless of the date tweets were posted. Within this set of synchronous tweets, we also identified large-scale duplicate posting of identical or near-identical tweets as ostensibly original posts by distinct users.
• The scale of this information campaign is striking, but it eschewed typical mechanisms to influence online debate, such as hashtag flooding, impersonation, or sharing by unconnected users. Its primary intended mechanism to influence Indonesian-language debate on Papua seems to have been simply to post a flood of pro-government information, which makes it hard to know whether the campaign changed minds.

**Implications**

The online discussion and depiction of the conflict for independence in Indonesia’s easternmost provinces—hereafter the Papua conflict—is a fiercely contested space. At times, the Indonesian government has shut down the internet in Papua to obstruct the free flow of information (IFJ, 2020; Safenet, 2022). Those criticising and scrutinising the Indonesian government frequently face online harassment, and the government has also taken punitive action against some of these figures. Indonesian police sought to arrest human rights activist Veronica Koman in 2019 as a provocateur for her online posts on Papua, for example, with the government scholarship agency also demanding that Koman repay the cost of her study abroad (Wiratraman, 2020). Previous studies have also identified the use of disinformation tactics to spread pro-government messaging via English and Dutch language posts—in each case presumably oriented to an international audience (Burger, 2020; Strick & Thomas, 2019). To our knowledge, few studies have investigated pro-government disinformation utilising Indonesian language posts. This Indonesian language online space—specifically tweets posted in Indonesian—is the focus of this work.

Special autonomy arrangements for Papua, first granted in 2001, are a focus of contention. Special autonomy is one of two key planks to maintain Indonesian sovereignty in Papua, in combination with repression of the independence movement. Special autonomy legislation provides the territory a majority share of natural resource revenues, establishes a Papuan People’s Council (MRP) with wide-ranging powers of review, and provides for the formation of local political parties and a truth and reconciliation commission, although some of these provisions have not been honoured (Barter & Wangge, 2021; Chauvel & Bhakti 2004; McGibbon, 2004). Special autonomy never enjoyed unanimous support in Papua, and dissatisfaction has only increased over time as key provisions have been abandoned and political elites have enriched themselves via corruption of special autonomy funds. Rejection of special autonomy has become a catchcry of Papuan activists—a cry that central authorities were keen to drown out as the 20-year deadline to renew special autonomy approached in mid-2021.

We identified a coordinated, automated information campaign posting pro-government Indonesian-language material in support of special autonomy for Papua. Although the identity of the accounts posting
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2 During the period our dataset covers, these provinces were Papua province and West Papua province. In mid-2022, the Indonesian government further divided Papua province to create three additional provinces: South Papua, Central Papua, and the Highlands (DPR, 2022).
3 Koman’s parents’ house in Jakarta was also twice targeted in October 2021, with assailants reportedly placing an incendiary device in the first attack and exploding a bomb in the second (CNN Indonesia, 2021).
this material does not indicate any transparent link to the Indonesian government, the campaign is highly consistent with contemporaneous government messaging. We confined our focus to the clearest subset of synchronous, duplicate posts. Our own preliminary analysis—and the suspension of user accounts within our dataset by Twitter both indicate that the scale of this disinformation campaign on Papua is much larger. We will explore the full extent of this campaign in a subsequent paper.

The campaign promotes pro-government messaging on special autonomy, but it is unclear how it intended to shape public opinion and engage its audience in liking and sharing its messages. Most of the tweets that form part of the campaign receive almost no engagement; the highest number of engagements for any tweet in the set of synchronised posts we have identified is only 252. Nor does the campaign seek to disrupt critical discussion through spurious use of hashtags that are critical or opposed to Indonesian governance—so-called hashtag flooding. The standout hashtag in the campaign is #papuaindonesia, a formulation that independence activists would be highly unlikely to adopt, and the top 50 hashtags are overwhelmingly the campaign’s own positive statements about special autonomy. This campaign does not primarily harass or attack non-government voices. Some posts in the campaign do, however, seek to discredit prominent critics of the government, but this is an incidental focus. Less than 1% of posts in the campaign criticise activists or the media, although almost 15% do criticise the independence movement.

In general, the architects of the campaign have not created inauthentic accounts that imitate indigenous Papuans, even though doing so would be one way to bolster the coordinated posts’ assertion that Papuans support special autonomy. To the extent that those conducting the campaign were concerned with its impact, it appears the main avenue of influence was to ensure that a significant proportion of Twitter posts on special autonomy were pro-government in the lead-up to the July 2021 decision on the policy’s future. In this sense, the campaign may be akin to “zone-flooding” posting so much information on a contentious issue that only the most committed readers will come to a firm view on the truth of the matter (Illing, 2020).

Studies of disinformation outside of Europe and North America remain comparatively rare (Uyheeng & Carley, 2020). In Southeast Asia, existing studies chart the development of a disinformation industry in various countries aimed at winning elections and the ability of governments to capitalise upon disinformation to control political discourse as part of a broader phenomenon of digital authoritarianism (Masduki, 2022; Ong & Tapsell, 2022; Sipeng & Tapsell, 2021). Drawing on research in the Philippines and Indonesia, Ong and Tapsell (2022) propose a typology of dominant disinformation “work models:” a state-sponsored model combining the repressive machinery of the state with hyper-partisan trolling; an “in-house” model where disinformation is waged by political staff with experience in dirty-campaigning in elections; an advertising and public relations model, where disinformation is outsourced to consultants, and a clickbait model driven by advertising revenue. Other research on disinformation in Indonesia has identified the government as responsible for pro-government information campaigns designed to appear independent of it (Mufti & Rasidi, 2021; Sastramidjaja et al., 2021). Similar to Ong and Tapsell’s outsourced work model, these researchers describe a fluid organisational model assembled for each disinformation campaign, where individuals for hire control multiple fake Twitter accounts, and accounts are automated to post or retweet the campaign’s contents (Wijayanto & Berenschot, 2021). We cannot definitively state that the Indonesian government is responsible for this pro-government campaign on Papua or categorically say how it was organised, as our research solely employs Twitter data. That said, a model of disinformation in which the propagation of a pro-government line was outsourced may account for the lack of sophistication we observe in the campaign. The campaign did not exhibit some common features of disinformation campaigns globally, for example. Nor did it paraphrase duplicate tweets to the extent
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4 We thank the second anonymous reviewer for suggesting this conceptualisation.
that a simple similarity test could no longer detect them. It also exhibits stark synchronicity in the time-of-day tweets were posted, including an abrupt midstream shift in the timing of posts coinciding with the start of the Islamic fasting month, Ramadan. In their analysis of a disinformation campaign run by the South Korean secret service during the 2012 presidential election in South Korea, Keller et al. (2020) describe the potential of “satisficing” behaviour on the part of the agents tasked with waging the campaign: “creating just enough low-quality accounts and messages” to meet the requirements of those engaging them (p. 261). Such “satisficing” may also affect the principals engaging these agents, Keller et al. observe, owing to the difficulties of supervision. A similar “satisficing” phenomenon could explain the very visible features of the campaign we describe, which, once detected, clearly mark it as inauthentic.

Nevertheless, the scale of this campaign, when coupled with restrictions on genuinely independent reportage on Papua (Sarmento & Mambor, 2020), demonstrates the ability of pro-government actors to employ social media disinformation to constrict democratic discourse.

Beyond such implications for governance, the relatively distinctive modes of disinformation we examine in this paper remind us that not all disinformation campaigns deploy accounts with many followers to make high-engagement social media posts, and new insights can be generated from the study of myriad forms of disinformation operations. We hope the patterns we set out here will contribute modestly to the detection and fuller understanding of other disinformation campaigns in Indonesia and beyond.

**Findings**

*Finding 1: Tweets on special autonomy differ systematically in key attributes from other tweets in our dataset.*

We used the Twitter API v2 for Academic Research to capture all tweets in Indonesian language containing one of 12 keywords or key phrases in certain relevant periods of time (see Table 3 in the Methods section). These 12 search terms were selected to cover the full spectrum of political positions on the status of Papua. The special autonomy search query exhibited extreme values in most of the summary statistics presented in Table 1. Each distinct user posting on special autonomy posts, on average, almost triple the number of tweets on this topic (7.2 tweets per author), compared to distinct authors posting on the next highest search term. The percentage of tweets that are not retweets mentioning special autonomy is, at 56%, by far the highest of any of the search terms, as is the percentage of tweets that contained images, at 46%. However, most of these original tweets receive little to no interaction, with 73% receiving no engagement at all, and much lower engagement compared to most other search terms with an average of 1.6 engagements per tweet.

In summary, compared to authors in our dataset posting on the other search terms, authors who tweet on special autonomy are, on average, very active, often attach images to their tweets, and tweet original content more often than they retweet; however, their tweets receive little to no engagement compared to the other search terms in our dataset.
Table 1. Summary statistics (maximum values bolded, minimum underlined).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic of Twitter query</th>
<th># of tweets</th>
<th># of distinct authors</th>
<th>Mean tweets per author</th>
<th>% of original tweets</th>
<th>Mean engagement per tweet</th>
<th>% of original tweets with zero engagement</th>
<th>% of tweets that contain images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Papuanlivesmatter</td>
<td>152,545</td>
<td>80,637</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repayment of scholarship by activist Veronica Koman</td>
<td>1,444</td>
<td>1,125</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killing of State Intelligence Agency representative in Papua</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>879</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia (NKRI)</td>
<td>9,006</td>
<td>5,163</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of independence movement as “terrorists” or “armed criminal group”</td>
<td>6,829</td>
<td>4,810</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN General Assembly</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Liberation Movement for West Papua or its leader, Benny Wenda</td>
<td>122,147</td>
<td>49,131</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#FaktadiPapua (the Facts in Papua)</td>
<td>1,484</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nduga killings and counter-insurgency response</td>
<td>137,301</td>
<td>64,379</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special autonomy (otsus)</td>
<td>275,034</td>
<td>38,366</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racism</td>
<td>600,084</td>
<td>263,504</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder of Christian Pastor Yeremia Zanambani</td>
<td>9,767</td>
<td>5,921</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>1,256,815</td>
<td>360,897</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding 2: A heavily disproportionate number of tweets in the dataset were posted in the minute starting 6:55 am, and then from mid-April 2021 onwards, in the minute starting 8:00 am Jakarta time. If we consider that nearly all these tweets mention special autonomy, and most received little or no engagement from other users, coordinated automated posting is the only plausible explanation.
These two minutes account for 1.9% of all tweets in our dataset, representing by far the highest concentration of tweets at any minute of the day.\(^5\) We would expect just 0.14% of tweets to be posted in any two minutes of the day in the somewhat artificial scenario of a random distribution. For tweets mentioning special autonomy, this concentration is even more stark. Remarkably, 8.2% of all tweets mentioning special autonomy were posted in just these two minutes, or in other words, 94.7% of tweets sent in these two minutes mention special autonomy. Figure 1 demonstrates the association with special autonomy: the vertical bands representing the concentration of tweets in these two minutes disappear if tweets mentioning special autonomy are removed from the dataset. The vertical bands are similarly invisible if we filter out tweets that receive no engagement at all (not pictured). This negative association with engagement eliminates the clearest alternative explanation for this temporal concentration of tweets, namely that users post more tweets during these minutes as they are opportune moments to maximise the tweets’ visibility.

\(^5\) Although we focus on these two minutes in this paper, the information campaign we discuss is unlikely to be neatly bounded just in these minutes. In particular, the several minutes immediately following 6:55 am and 8:00 am exhibit the next few highest concentrations of tweets in the dataset, and the minute starting 8:01:00 am, in particular, has similarly high concentrations of original tweets on special autonomy.
Examination of the dates on which users posted the tweets in the two blue vertical bands in Figure 1 underlines our conclusion that coordinated, automated posting—whereby accounts are pre-scheduled to synchronously post pro-government material—is thus the only plausible explanation for this pattern of posts. Prior to 13 April 2021, almost all these tweets were posted in the minute starting 6:55 am. On 13 April, their timing abruptly shifts to the minute starting 8:00 am (Figure 2). This shift coincides with the beginning of the Islamic fasting month, Ramadan (Aida, 2021), and may thus reflect changed expectations about the time at which Indonesian social media users would be checking their Twitter feeds. We have not identified any time zone shift that coincides exactly with this change, which in any case is not an exact multiple of an hour. Although the accounts posting these tweets are ostensibly distinct, this pattern is highly suggestive that they are all being directed by a single entity.

![Figure 2. Tweets per day in the minute starting 6:55 am and the minute starting 8:00 am. Tweets prior to February 2021 are not displayed, as daily tallies are insignificant compared to the period from February 2021–May 2021, when 95% of the tweets in these vertical bands were posted.](image)

**Finding 3:** These synchronous tweets on special autonomy share an additional characteristic: most are duplicates or near duplicates of each other. At face value, 22,479 of the 23,853 tweets in the vertical bands are original tweets about special autonomy, posted by 2,668 different authors. In reality, just 760 of these...
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6 Morocco and Mali shift time zone the closest to this change, on 11 April 2021, but their time zone change is in the opposite direction, with clocks turned back one hour. See “Daylight savings time” (2021).
tweets are unique (3.4%) as measured by a Jaccard similarity test (Jaccard, 1912). The remainder are duplicates or near duplicates of just 1,329 distinct tweets.

The most duplicated tweet appears 286 times, posted by 246 distinct authors, and declares that special autonomy demonstrates the seriousness of the Indonesian government in improving welfare in Papua. Twitter users posted this tweet over the course of three months in 2021, although it appears in increasing numbers in May (Figure 3). This distribution is broadly typical of the most duplicated tweets. Figure 4 reveals many of these tweets similarly were posted recurrently over the course of 2021.

![Figure 3. Date posted of the most duplicated tweet in the minutes starting at 6:55 am and 8:00 am.](image)

Note: Once URLs are removed (which Twitter generates uniquely even when linking to the same webpage). The Jaccard similarity test uses a threshold of 0.69. See Methods section for further details.
Figure 4. *Number of distinct Twitter users posting the 12 most duplicated tweets each day in the minutes starting at 6:55 am and 8:00 am, sorted by most duplicated.* The number above each panel is the number of duplicates each tweet has within the vertical bands in our dataset.

Posting one of 286 duplicates of a tweet in the same two minutes of the day is highly suggestive that these 246 ostensibly distinct authors are, in fact, closely coordinated. Examination of all 5,343 original tweets these 246 accounts posted in the blue vertical bands shown in Figure 1 (23.4% of all original tweets in these bands) provides further evidence of coordination: these accounts are synchronous both in the time of day and the dates on which they post these tweets (see Figure 5). They are almost certainly automated accounts managed by the same entity, which has pre-scheduled them for synchronous, duplicative use.
Finding 4: Duplicates or near duplicates of just these 1,329 tweets posted in the minute starting 6:55 am and the minute starting 8:00 am Jakarta time make up 14.0% of all original tweets mentioning special autonomy over the 2.5 years of our dataset, and 7.9% of all tweets on special autonomy including retweets.\(^8\)

Both the scale and the lack of variety of this information campaign are remarkable. Moreover, duplicates of the 1,329 tweets would comprise an even higher percentage of all tweets on special autonomy if we included posts made outside of these two time bands. For example, the most duplicated tweet in the vertical bands—appearing 286 times—appears with similar wording a total of 445 times in the entire dataset, including tweets outside of the two minutes in question.

Finding 5: The content of tweets in the vertical bands is closely aligned with contemporaneous Indonesian government messaging on the Papua conflict. Two-thirds of these tweets praise Indonesian government policy, including the staging for the first time of Indonesia’s National Games (PON) in Papua in 2021. A substantial proportion of tweets—around 17%—also either quote indigenous Papuans expressing pro-government positions or assert that indigenous Papuans support special autonomy.

\(^8\) We scraped tweets on special autonomy using its ubiquitous Indonesian language contraction *otsus* (a contraction of *otonomi* [autonomy] and *khusus* [special]). Although it is possible the percentages cited above may differ if we had also searched using *otonomi khusus*, we have no reason to believe this would be the case.
A core feature of the Indonesian government’s approach to the Papua conflict has been to disavow any political dimension to Papuan contestation of Indonesian sovereignty, and instead claim that Papuan disaffection reflects economic hardship (ICG, 2010). Accordingly, many of the tweets praising special autonomy and government policy—half of all tweets in the vertical bands—highlight the economic dividends for Papuans of special autonomy and other Indonesian government policies. Mentions recur of scholarships for indigenous Papuans to study abroad, recruitment of Papuans into state institutions, infrastructure development, as well as praise of the Jokowi government’s “sea toll” policy of subsidising shipping to outer islands. Other tweets in this category assert that dividing Papua into more provinces and districts (pemekaran) will deliver economic benefits to Papuans. The creation of new provinces is contentious, as many Papuans see such divisions as intended to prevent the emergence of a united Papuan political bloc that could secede from Indonesia (ICG, 2003). The 2021 amendment to special autonomy legislation removed the need for the central government to consult with Papuan institutions on the creation of new provinces, triggering legal challenges and protests from within Papua (Costa, 2022; IPAC, 2021). In June 2022, the Indonesian national legislature passed laws to create three new Papuan provinces: Central Papua, South Papua, and the Highlands (DPR, 2022).

Table 2. Topics of 23,853 tweets in vertical bands (percentage). Note: Content classifications were generated by manual coding of the first tweet in each set of duplicate or near duplicate tweets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Statement by official</th>
<th>Statement by indigenous Papuan</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Praise of special autonomy or government policy</td>
<td>40.6%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>50.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive mention of staging of National Games (PON) in Papua</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism of independence movement</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertion that indigenous Papuans support special autonomy</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covid-19 pandemic</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism of Papuan governance</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism of activists or media reportage</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism of special autonomy or Indonesian governance in Papua</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The then forthcoming staging of Indonesia’s National Games (PON) in Papua in October 2021 so frequently receives positive mention that it merits its own category distinct from other government programs. Staging the games in Papua carried a clear diplomatic dimension to assert that the territory was a normal,
uncontested part of Indonesia. Attendant to this goal, numerous tweets emphasise that venues are secure and that the armed wing of the independence movement does not operate in urban areas.

Many tweets criticising the independence movement focus on incidents of violence attributed to their armed wing, notably the fatal shooting of two schoolteachers by the West Papuan Liberation Army (TPNPB) in Beoga District in April 2021 (“Jenazah dua guru,” 2021). Various tweets report condemnation by church figures and a human rights activist of the shooting or assert more broadly that the independence movement has no concern for education. Following the death in a shootout of the Papuan head of the state intelligence agency in April 2021, which prompted the Indonesian government to designate the Free Papua Organisation (OPM) as terrorists, other tweets present the agreement of various Islamic organisations and societal figures with this nomenclature.

Across each of the categories is a common concern to put pro-government messaging in the words of indigenous Papuans or, more generally, to assert that indigenous Papuans support special autonomy. Approximately 17% of tweets fall into this category. Many of the indigenous Papuans cited as supporting special autonomy are of “second tier” prominence, for example, being societal figures of local rather than provincial standing. Also aimed at confining discussion of Papua to specific indigenous Papuan voices, other posts seek to delegitimise Indonesian human rights lawyer Veronica Koman as a non-Papuan located in Australia. Koman emerged in 2019 as a prominent critic of Indonesian governance in Papua, posting numerous videos of protests and violence in Papua on social media. Some of these tweets quote Nick S. Messet, describing him as a founder of the OPM, as saying Koman has no right to speak on behalf of Papuans. In fact, Messet has long since switched sides and become a spokesperson and lobbyist for Indonesian governance in Papua (Chauvel, 2009; Farneubun, 2019). A second thematically related set of tweets implicitly acknowledge that indigenous Papuans do not universally support special autonomy but asserts that they would if Papuan governance improved.

In their taxonomy of disinformation, Kapantai et al. (2019) propose that the contents of “biased or one-sided” posts should be “mostly false” (as opposed to “mostly true” or just “false”). This definition does not capture what it is about these tweets that makes them disinformation, however. The contents of some of the tweets are demonstrably false, such as criticism in 2021 of Veronica Koman attributed to a former OPM member who died in 2017 (“Berpotensi Hoax,” 2021). Others make dubious but essentially unverifiable statements, such as claims of Papuan support for various Indonesian government policies or claims of the economic benefits of creating new districts and provinces. But many others are factual statements of elements of Indonesian government policy on Papua, albeit combined with a contested statement that these details show that special autonomy should continue. Instead, it is the notion that these tweets are spontaneous posts by authentic Twitter users that is false, and which marks the campaign as disinformation.\(^\text{10}\)

Finding 6: In aggregate, the accounts that post in the vertical bands about special autonomy are newer, have fewer followers, and are more likely to be effectively anonymous compared to the overall cohort of Twitter users tweeting about Papua. More than half (58%) have been suspended since we assembled our dataset for reasons we do not know. Very few of these accounts present themselves as indigenous Papuans, curiously at odds with the campaign’s focus on asserting that indigenous Papuans support special autonomy.

The contrast is clearest if we focus on accounts posting original tweets on special autonomy within the vertical bands, where this information campaign is concentrated. Most of these accounts have almost no
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\(^9\) See Inkiriwang (2021) for an example of an Indonesian observer making this point.

followers: their median number of followers is just three compared to 237 for the rest of the dataset (Figure 6). The median date for account creation for this subset of accounts falls on 28 March 2021; 99.1% of accounts in the whole dataset had been created by that time.

Figure 6. Number of followers for Twitter users who posted original tweets mentioning special autonomy in the two previously identified timeslots (blue) and all other authors in the dataset (yellow).

Half of the accounts (50.9%) posting original tweets about special autonomy in the vertical bands had a blank author description, compared to just 18.9% of accounts in the entire dataset. Examination of a random selection of 100 of these accounts also revealed only 32% had profile pictures featuring an identifiable person. Many of these pictures were unlikely to be the account holder—a number appeared to be Korean youths, and some were pictures of young children, for example. Among the sample, only one account clearly identified itself as indigenous Papuan, under the username leniskagoya. The account uses a photo of presidential advisor Lenis Kogoya, but the account may not be authentic. Although it posts as Lenis Kogoya (note the variance in spelling with the account username), it has a blank author description, and we were not able to find any mention of Lenis Kogoya having a Twitter account. Nor do other accounts mention the leniskagoya account when discussing Lenis Kogoya on Twitter. The account also has fewer than 1000 followers, suspiciously low for an Indonesian presidential advisor. Contrast these features with the account of another presidential advisor who has worked on Papua policy, Jaleswari Pramodhawardani. Her Twitter account describes her explicitly as a presidential advisor, is followed by the account of the Presidential Staff Office and the president’s chief of staff, and has approximately 17,000 followers.

Finding 7: The vertical bands are an effective entry point to demonstrate the presence of a large-scale disinformation campaign on special autonomy in Papua, but they do not capture the full scale of the campaign.

As one illustration, as of October 2022, Twitter has suspended 9,438 user accounts (2.6%) in our dataset since we scraped the data in June 2021; these users posted 103,678 of the tweets we scraped (8.2%). A highly disproportionate number of these suspended accounts posted at least one original tweet about special autonomy in the vertical bands (18.1%), further corroborating our conclusions regarding coordinated, inauthentic posting. (Overall, Twitter has suspended 45.9% of accounts that posted at least
one tweet in the vertical bands.) Nevertheless, 81.5% of the subsequently suspended accounts in our dataset were not captured by an exclusive focus on the vertical bands, as none of the tweets they posted in our dataset fell during these two minutes of the day. We will explore the posts of these accounts and the links between them in a subsequent paper. Similarly, although a very high proportion of the tweets in the vertical bands are duplicates or near duplicates, in our preliminary analysis, we have identified other clusters of duplicate tweets in the dataset.

**Methods**

To assemble our dataset of approximately 1.25 million tweets, we used the Twitter API v2 for Academic Research (https://developer.twitter.com/en/products/twitter-api/academic-research) and employed 12 search queries covering a range of contemporary events and overarching themes related to the independence conflict (see Table 3). Although our focus is pro-government disinformation, these search terms include keywords that we anticipated would be associated with the full spectrum of positions on the Papua conflict. *Otsus* (special autonomy), as discussed, is a key policy to maintain Indonesian sovereignty in Papua. Tweets mentioning autonomy are consequently more likely to be pro-government. Similarly, *teroris* (terrorist) and *KKB* (armed criminal group) are each key labels the Indonesian government uses to attempt to discredit armed independence supporters, and so mention of this search term is very likely to indicate a pro-government post. By contrast, *#Papuanlivesmatter*, a hashtag that emerged in response to the global Black Lives Matter movement and incidents of racism against Papuans, might be expected to yield a greater proportion of tweets critical of the Indonesian governance in Papua.

For search terms based on events, we scraped Twitter starting from the occurrence of the event until the endpoint of our dataset. One such event provided the start point for our dataset: the fatal attack on road workers constructing the Trans-Papua Highway in Nduga district on 2 December 2018 (Wangge & Webb-Gannon, 2020). For search queries covering themes, we scraped Twitter for the entire duration of our dataset, from 1 December 2018 until 31 May 2021.

**Table 3. Search queries.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Topic of Twitter query</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th># of tweets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Papua NKRI</td>
<td>Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia (NKRI) - a nationalist slogan</td>
<td>theme</td>
<td>2018-12-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>9,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#FaktadiPapua</td>
<td>The Facts in Papua (FaktadiPapua) hashtag</td>
<td>theme</td>
<td>2018-12-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>1,484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua Teroris OR Papua KKB</td>
<td>Description of independence movement as “terrorists” or “armed criminal group”</td>
<td>theme</td>
<td>2018-12-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>6,829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua BIN OR Papua Nugraha</td>
<td>Killing of State Intelligence Agency representative in Papua</td>
<td>event</td>
<td>2021-04-24</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme/Event</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Start Date</td>
<td>End Date</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Liberation Movement for West Papua or its leader, Benny Wenda</td>
<td>theme + event</td>
<td>2018-12-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>122,147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otsus</td>
<td>theme</td>
<td>2018-12-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>275,034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nduga</td>
<td>theme + event</td>
<td>2018-12-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>137,301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racisme</td>
<td>theme</td>
<td>2018-12-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>600,084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Papuanlivesmatter</td>
<td>theme</td>
<td>2020-05-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>152,545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidang Umum PBB, Papua OR UNGA, Papua OR Vanuatu, Papua OR #SidangPBB</td>
<td>theme</td>
<td>2018-12-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>838</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beasiswa Veronica Koman</td>
<td>event</td>
<td>2020-08-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>1,444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanambani</td>
<td>event</td>
<td>2020-09-01</td>
<td>2021-05-31</td>
<td>9,767</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although our dataset covers 2.5 years, the distribution of tweets over time in the dataset is skewed towards more recent months, especially for original tweets. Half of all tweets were sent on or after 16 June 2020, during the final 11.5 months the dataset covers. This skew to recency is more pronounced for original tweets (i.e., tweets that are not retweets), half of which were sent in the five months on or after 19 December 2020. In part, this time distribution results because some search terms started part-way through the period covered by the dataset. For example, the #Papuanlivesmatter search query captured more than 10% of tweets but began only in May 2020.

![Figure 7. Distribution of original and other tweets over time. Original tweets in red; retweet, quotes, and replies in blue.](image-url)
The initial scrape using our search queries was performed on 9 June 2021 and yielded almost 1.6 million tweets, after which we filtered the data in three stages to obtain our dataset. First, we removed around 1,500 irrelevant tweets that mentioned an account named similarly to prominent independence activist Benny Wenda. Second, as the scrape for each search query was done separately, we removed approximately 60,000 duplicate tweets which were captured by multiple search terms. (Approximately 5% of the dataset contains more than one keyword, and these tweets would have appeared multiple times without this stage.) Finally, we filtered to remove tweets that did not contain Indonesian language text, removing approximately a further 275,000 tweets. As manual examination suggested Twitter’s language identification algorithm was not capturing all Indonesian language tweets, we retained any tweet that satisfied at least one of the following conditions: flagged as Indonesian by Twitter, flagged as Indonesian or Malay by the polyglot package for Python (https://github.com/aboSamoor/polyglot), or did not contain any text. These empty tweets were retained in case they included pictures with Indonesian language embedded, a decision also based on manual examination of the dataset.

Duplicate or near duplicate tweets were identified using the Quanteda package for R (Benoit et al., 2018) and its sub-packages. We ran a Jaccard similarity test on tokenised versions of the tweet text (with Twitter-generated URLs and punctuation first removed) using Quanteda’s textstat_simil function. Jaccard similarity scores range from 0 (least similar) to 1 (identical); based on manual examination of a sample of tweets, we identified 0.69 as a threshold for the test, which captured most tweets that appeared as duplicates or near duplicates to a human eye, without capturing tweets that were clearly distinct. We then employed the IGraph package for R to identify components (distinct tweets and their duplicates and near duplicates). Content classifications presented in Table 2 were generated by manual coding of the first tweet in each component.

To examine the identity of accounts posting original tweets about special autonomy, we first determined the median number of posts in the vertical bands by such accounts (three tweets) and then randomly sampled 50 accounts above the median and 50 below or equal. As the two sets of accounts are similar in the relevant summary statistics, observations based on them are reported as a single random stratified sample in findings.

Analysis code was written using the tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019) and plots were generated using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016).
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